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Rotation of the main motor 1 is transmitted via the V-belt 2 to the driving pulley 3 which drives the

 shedding motion 4 and each driving shaft in the right-hand (RH) gearing box 5.

The rotation of the driving shafts in the RH gearing box is further transmitted via the connecting shafts

 to those in the left-hand (LH) gearing box.
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Make sure that the main switch on the workshop

 switchboard is turned OFF and put up the“NEVER

 switch on” notice tag.

(1) Only with the specification of group-control

 inverter, connect the power line of the

 groupcontrol inverter with the primary

 terminal of main circuit breaker CB4 located

 inside the control box 1.

(2) Connect the main power line that is common

 in the specifications of the group-control

 inverter and the SC inverter with the

 primary terminal of main circuit breaker CB1

 located inside the control box 1.
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Removing motor cover 1 activates switch 2,

 preventing dangerous accidental starts.

Always install cover 1 for operating the machine,

 except when checking the rotation direction of the

 main motor (see Section 1.1.3).

Take extra care not to crush your hand between

 the belt and pulley.

In some weaving machines, the installation

position of switch 2 may be slightly different.
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Main circuit breaker CB1 is supplied with 200V or

 higher voltage. The wiring correction work below

 should be carried out by electrical experts or duly

 trained workers only.

(1) Remove motor cover 1 (see Section 1.1.2).

Then, turn on switch 2 and fasten it down

 with adhesive tape.

(2) Taking special care, press the FORWARD

 inching switch and check that the main motor

 rotates counterclockwise when viewed from

 the right side of the weaving machine.

 (Checking the inverter power.)

If the motor rotates clockwise, correct the

 wiring of O, P, and Q of terminal board TB3.

(3) Press the START switch and check that the

 main motor rotates counterclockwise when

 viewed from the right side of the weaving

 machine. (Checking the main power.)

NOTE: After checking the rotation direction,

 stop the weaving machine as soon as

 possible. Never allow the machine to

 run any longer than necessary.

If the motor rotates clockwise, correct

 the wiring of the main circuit breaker

 CB1.
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(1) Press the emergency stop button down until

 it locks itself and the machine.

(2) Loosen motor bed clamping bolts 1.

(3) Apply the belt tension gauge 3 (J8201-0G010-

0B) to the belt.

(4) Tighten adjustment bolt 2 so that:

・the top of pin 4 of the belt tension gauge

 becomes flush with area “A” and

・three points x (the bottom of pin 4 and both

 ends of the gauge) come into contact with

 the belt.

(5) Temporarily tighten bolts 1 and the lock nuts.

(6) Release the emergency stop button and run

 the weaving machine to check that the belt

 does not fluctuate abnormally.

(7) If the belt fluctuates abnormally, tighten

 adjustment bolt 2 by one more turn.

REFERENCE: 

　Refer to Chapter G, Subsection G.3.7 when

 using the tension gauge.
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(1) General

This device prevents run-out of the V-belt

 during ultrahigh speed running.

(2) Adjustment

Set the belt tension first, and then adjust

 clearance A between each tension pulley (1

 and 2) and V-belt to 0 to 2 mm.

To readjust the belt tension, be sure to move

 the tension pulleys so that they do not come

 in contact with the belt.

NOTE: Remove tension pulley 2 if the motor

 pulley diameter is within ø135.
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・Use pipes and clamps which can withstand the

 air pressure of 1.0 - 1.2 MPa (10-12 kg/cm2).

・Be sure to tighten clampers. If the pipe comes

 off, it could whip around due to the compressed

 air, which may cause bodily injury.

(1) Before connecting the pipe with the weaving

 machine, blow the pipe out with compressed

 air to clean out the inside.

(2) Connect pipe 2 with pipe joint 1 of the

 weaving machine.

(3) Turn cock 3 downwards to supply compressed

 air to the machine.

1.1.6
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(4) Operate regulators 4 and 5 to open the main

 and sub nozzle valves, then check that air

 comes securely.

(5) Check each piping for air leakage.

(6) Turn drain cock 6 located underneath air

 filter 5 to check that no water is mixed with

 the air.

(7) If the inside of the air filter is dirtied, wash it

 with a solution of neutral detergent. After

 washing, wash away detergent with water.

NOTE: Do not use alcohol, kerosene, or

 gasoline which will damage the plastic

 balls of the filters.
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(1) Shedding tappet box:

・Supply oil (approx. 10 liters) up to the top

 of oil level gauge 1, and at the same time,

 pouring some onto the tappet cam and

 tappet shaft. If the machine is equipped

 with a selvage cam, pour enough oil onto

 the selvage cam.

・Run the machine and check that the oil

 level is at the middle of oil level gauge 1.

・For the oil types, refer to Chapter M,

 Section M.3.

(2) Let-off motion motor:

When the machine is on halt, check that the

 oil level is at the middle of oil level gauge 2.

(3) RH gearing box:

Check that the oil level is at the middle of oil

 level gauge 3 when the machine is on halt.

1.1.7
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(4) LH gearing box:

Check that the oil level is at the middle of oil

 level gauge 4 when the machine is on halt.

NOTE: The weaving machine leaves the

 factory with the let-off motion motor

 and both the RH and LH gearing

 boxes supplied with oil. However, if

 

you
 

still
 

find
 

that
 

the
 

oil
 

is
 

insufficient,

 add more.

　

For the oil types, refer to Chapter M, Section

 M.3.

(5) Electrical take-up gear box (option):

Check that the oil level is at the middle of oil

 level gauge 5 when the machine is on halt.

　

　

For other options, refer to Chapter M, Section

 M.3.
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(1) Desired rpm

Set the rpm of the weaving machine during

 normal operation. The setting input range is

 between 300 rpm and 1500 rpm, however, it

 is necessary to set it by considering the motor

 pulley rpm actually.

The recommended setting range is:

Motor pulley rpm x 75 to 100 %.

　

NOTE: If the weaving machine for which the

 [Main drive mode] setting (see the

 next page) is available, is used with

 high-speed starting ON, a desired rpm

 that is too low for the motor pulley

 rpm will increase the rpm overshoot

 upon starting to cause thick filling bar

 or a weft error.

(2) Switching rotation speed

Use this function when you want to weave a

 pattern with heavy load at a low rpm in a

 structure in which a pattern with heavy load

 and a pattern with light load are combined.

Leave it OFF (default setting) to weave

 standard cloth, because it is not used then.

　

When the speed switching is set to "Used" on

 the screen of [Map] - [Pattern] - [Spec], the

 item "Speed" is displayed on the pattern

 screen.

Select from [H], [M], and [L] that are

 assigned to [High], [Middle], and [Low] on the

 screen on the left.

Set the item [Switch rot. speed] to [ON] and
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The speed-control (SC) inverter controls the machine speed in normal operation as well as controlling the

 forward and reverse slow inching and the slow operation during gaiting.

The SC inverter is used to lower the machine speed for night operation or for special fabric style and to

 raise the machine speed for production adjustment.

The operation can be set from [MAP] - [Motor] - [Setting] on the function panel.

Then, pressing the page switching switch on the right side of the screen can switch page 1 and 2.
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 set the rpm to [High], [Middle] and [Low].

Set the rpm of [High] to [Current Rpm].

Make settings relating to slow operation and

normal operation.

(1) Torque

Set the motor torque in slow operation

 including inching.

If slow operation is not performed smoothly,

 increase the setting value.

If the inverter overcurrent protector works so

 as to stop the machine, decrease the setting

 value.

(2) Speed

Set the inverter frequency in slow operation.

 The higher the frequency is, the faster the

 slow operation motion becomes.

(3) Main drive mode 

Set the power supplied to the main motor in

 normal operation.

When it is set to [AC], the main motor is

 driven by a commercial power supply and the

 weaving machine is operated with the motor

 pulley rpm. Even in this case, the main motor

 

is
 

driven
 

by
 

the
 

SC
 

inverter
 

in
 

slow
 

operation.

When it is set to [Inverter], the main motor is

 driven by the SC inverter and the weaving

 machine is operated at the desired rpm.

　

NOTE: This setting is not available depending

 on your machine specification.

 Usually, it is not available for

 machines with electronic shedding

 motions and towel weaving machines.

Please note that if the main drive mode is set to

 [ AC ], the weaving machine will start at high speed.

(4) Pulley diameter

Set the pulley diameter of the main motor

 currently used. When replacing the pulley,

 ensure to update the setting value of the

 pulley diameter to initialize the internal data

 of the SC inverter.
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NOTE: When the pulley diameter is not set

 correctly, the machine may not be able

 to start up correctly due to excessively

 fast or slow rpm at starting.

(5) Time for rpm modification (acceleration/

deceleration)

You may change the machine speed by 100

 rpm when it is in normal operation, by

 entering the length of transition time

 required for that change when the desired

 rpm is changed.

Example:

　The graph shown at left indicates the

 machine speed change from 800 rpm to 600

 rpm for 15 seconds.

　

It can be set for acceleration and deceleration

 separately.

　

　

(6) Motor acceleration at starting

The main motor acceleration when the

 weaving machine is started can be set.

A smaller setting value results in lighter

 filling, and a larger setting value coarser

 filling.

Normally, set it to [0] and adjust it when a

 stop mark or a weft error at starting occurs.

　a．When the [Main drive mode] setting is

 not available

Setting range: [-3] - [3]

　b．When the [Main drive mode] setting is

 available

Setting range when high-speed starting

 is set to OFF: [-3] - [3]

Setting range when high-speed starting

 is set to ON: [Automatic]/[Manual]

　

There are two types of settings [Automatic]

 and [Manual] when the weaving machine for

 which the [Main drive mode] setting is

 available, is used with high-speed starting

 ON. Normally, set to [Automatic]. When it is

 set to [Manual], the acceleration can be

 adjusted in the range of [-4] - [4].
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The group-control inverter (1 in the illustration

shown at left) controls the forward and reverse

slow
 

inching
 

and
 

the
 

slow
 

operation
 

during
 

gaiting.

Generally, a single inverter can cover many

weaving machines 2 (e.g. 15 or 20 machines)

although the number of machines controllable

will differ depending upon the inverter capacity.

NOTE: A single group-control inverter can cover

 many machines but cannot control all of

 them at the same time. A standard

 inverter has no such capability or does not

 require it. Practically, a single inverter can

 control only 2 or 3 machines at the same

 time.

■　Operation Procedure

The conditions (e.g. frequency and output

 voltage) of the group-control inverter have

 been preset and adjusted at the time of

 shipment. For details, refer to the “Inverter

 

Instruction
 

Manual”
 

issued
 

by
 

the
 

manufacturer.

　

(1)　Touch [ MAP ] – [ Motor ] – [ Setting ] on

 the function panel and then touch the

 tab on the right on the screen. The

 screen shown at left appears on the

 second page.

(2)　Usually, set the Inverter to [ Used ]. This

 enables the forward and reverse slow

 inching.

If you select [ Not Used ], the weaving

 machine operates at the commercial

 frequency so that the forward and

 reverse inching switches from slow to

 quick.

Do not select [ Not Used ] except when

 the inverter malfunctions.

Note that if the Inverter is set to [ Not Used ], the

 weaving machine will start at high speed.

1.1.9
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(1) (You should finish checking the motor

 rotation direction and air piping as well as

 lubricating.)

Touch the weaving switch in [ Operator ] on

 the function panel and set the following on

 the screen at left.

・[ Warp Correction ]

　Set the tension as 0 kg.

・Pass mode

　Turn off all sensors.

(2) Throttle the air pressure adjustment valves

 to set the following values:

・For main nozzles:

　0.2 to 0.3 MPa (2 to 3 kg/cm2)

・For sub nozzles:

　0.2 to 0.3 MPa (2 to 3 kg/cm2)

・For LH cutters:

　0.15 to 0.2 MPa (1.5 to 2 kg/cm2)

(3) Use the hand wheel to manually rotate the

　machine by 1 to 2 turns

Check that:

・the load applied to the machine is not

 abnormally large.

・there is no parts interference or bent air

 tubes when the crank angle is in the

 vicinity of 0°.

(4) Hold down the FORWARD inching switch

 and check the items given in step (5) again.

NOTE: For those machines equipped with an

 electronic dobby, take care not to move

 those heald frame hanger components

 from which heald frames have been

 removed during the picking pattern

 setting, then go into the trial run.

1.1.10
　

Trial
 

Run

The trial run refers to running-in or idle running to be carried out before practical operation. The

 weaving machine undergoes running-in before it leaves TOYOTA. However, it is necessary to perform a

 trial run to check your machine mainly concerning the load applied and the occurrence of abnormal heat

 or unusual noise, since some time has passed from delivery and the transportation may have influenced

 the machine somewhat.

Usually, a TOYOTA service person will be present for the trail run.
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(5) Check that:

・the bolts and nuts are tightened.

・the reed blocks have been removed.

・no tools or jigs are on the weaving machine.

(6) Press the START switch to run the machine

 for 2 to 4 hours and check that:

・there is no abnormal heat or noise from the

 shedding cam box.

・there is no abnormal heat or noise from the

 RH and LH gear boxes.

・there is no abnormal noise from beating

 and its related operation.

・there is no abnormal noise from shedding

 and its related operation.

(7) During the trial run specified in step (8),

 lubricate the machine.

When applying grease or oil, stop the

 machine with the emergency stop button to

 lock itself and the machine.

(8) At this stage, adjust the air pressures. It is

 recommended that even those sections not

 determined yet be temporarily adjusted to

 the anticipated values.

NOTE: The running-in is idle running. If the

 shedding wire ropes go slack and vibrate

 during idle running, increase the number

 of springs at each of the RH and LH sides

 (for the negative cam shedding motions).
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(1) Turn the power switch ON to activate the

 brake.

(2) Press the emergency stop button down until

 it locks itself and the machine for safe work.

(3) Remove nut 1 (that secures the motor pulley)

 and the washer.

　

NOTE: The nut on the upper-mounted motor

 is a left-hand thread; the nut on the

 lowermounted motor is a right-hand

 thread. The loosening direction is

 different.

(4) Screw pulley pull-out jig 2 into the motor

 shaft until the gap between the motor pulley

 and the jig comes to 5 mm.

・Pulley pull-out jig for upper-mounted

 motors: 

J8201-01050-00

・Pulley pull-out jig for lower-mounted

 motors: 

J8201-01060-00

(5) Insert bolts 3 (that come with pulley pull-out

 jig 2) through holes "A" provided in jig 2 into

 holes "B" in the motor pulley. While holding

 down handle 4 of jig 2, tighten bolts 3

 uniformly.

After the motor pulley comes off from the

 motor shaft, loosen the belt and remove the

 motor pulley.

　

CAUTION: When you are tightening bolts 3,

 the motor pulley may suddenly

 come off. Take care not to drop it.

Hammering the pulley or applying

 a wedge is prohibited to avoid

 breakage of the motor bearings.
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